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1.  Muscular Dystrophy Assoc

1.1 UniCabman claims he was taken for a ride
Australian Financial Review, 05/10/2006, Companies, Page 17
By: Katrina Nicholas.
Keywords: Muscular Dystrophy (1)

Macquarie Bank likes to champion Lime Taxis - a wheelchair-accessible taxi 
fleet - as its own creation, but the concept was brought to the investment 
bank by UniCab Australia, a group that now claims its three-year 
non-disclosure agreement has been breached and its original idea stolen. 
The Australian Financial Review has learnt that UniCab founder Chris 
Burrell developed the concept along with business partner Jacob Baldwin, 
who suffers from cystic fibrosis, and took the idea to Tourism NSW in early 
2004.
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1.2 One final dust up
Benalla Ensign, 04/10/2006, General News, Page 14
By: None
Keywords: Muscular Dystrophy (1)

One last time - that's the message from the Dookie College students 
organising this year's Dustraisers charity ball. Sadly, this year's 27th annual 
ball on Saturday, October 21, will be the last, but the committee is working to 
ensure the "black tie and boots" event bows out on a fantastic note.
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UniCabman claims he
was taken for a ride
A row over Lime taxis has
MacBank in the hot seat,

writes Katrina Nicholas.
Macquarie Bank likes to
champion Lime Taxis - a
wheelchair-accessible taxi fleet -
as its own creation, but the
concept was brought to the
investment bank by UniCab
Australia, a group that now
claims its three-year non-
disclosure agreement has been
breached and its original idea
stolen.

The Australian Financial Review
has learnt that UniCab founder
Chris Burrell developed the
concept along with business
partner Jacob Baldwin, who
suffers from cystic fibrosis, and
took the idea to Tourism NSW in
early 2004.

Tourism NSW liked it and
suggested Mr Burrell talk to
Macquarie Bank Introductions
were easy to arrange, considering
former federal tourism minister
John Brown was a consultant to
Macquarie Bank at the time, and
current Lime Taxis CEO Stephen
Albin was then deputy chief
executive of the Tourism Taskforce.

The mass of documents
collected by UniCab in the two
years since negotiations began
include a reference written by Mr
Albin recommending Mr Burrell
and his idea.

"UniCab's proposal for a
universal taxi service is to be
commended as a breakthrough in
the provision of a better, equal taxi
service for people of all degrees of
mobility," Mr Albin wrote.

Meetings between Mr Burrell

and the bank ensued, during which
UniCab handed over several case
studies and business plans. Its idea
was to let various charities become
UniCab franchisees, which could
then sublet the wheelchair-
accessible cabs.

According to sources close to
UniCab, Macquarie Bank was
initially lukewarm on the idea,
saying it couldn't see how a not-
for-profit business would fit its
structure. That all changed when
Mr Brown suggested to Macquarie
Bank that trucking mogul Lindsay
Fox could be interested in backing
the project.

Macquarie Bank then told Mr
Burrell meetings with Mr Fox
would be arranged but, according
to Mr Burrell, times and dates
were often moved, excluding him
from most developments.

Increasingly unhappy with
Macquarie Bank's treatment, Mr
Burrell employed a business
consultant, Gervase Pearce. Mr
Pearce suggested Mr Burrell
approach Bendigo Bank.

"I then had a meeting with Mr
Albin and Chris [Burrell] in June
2004, and it was decided UniCab,
Macquarie Bank and Community
Sector Banking (CSB) would
work together," Mr Pearce said.

CSB is a joint venture between
Bendigo Bank and Community
21, a commercial entity owned by
20 not-for-profit organisations.

CSB chief executive Greg Peel
said UniCab's idea by then was
"very well developed".

Although CSB ceased
negotiations with UniCab earlier
this year - citing a lack of capital
- Mr Peel said should it develop

the wheelchair-accessible taxi
model further, Mr Burrell would
certainly be rewarded.

The deep-pocketed Macquarie
Bank meanwhile announced the
formation of Lime Taxis -
backed by both Mr Fox and Mr
Brown - in February this year.

A spokeswoman for Lime Taxis
said the concept was Mr Brown's
and he took the idea to Macquarie
Bank executive Bill Moss, who
suffers from muscular dystrophy.

But a recorded telephone
message obtained by the AFR
dated November 9, 2004, clearly
shows Mr Brown urging UniCab
to accept Macquarie Bank's
proposal. "The deadline is
midday tomorrow... if you don't
take that you're crazy and then
the door shuts," Mr Brown can be
heard telling Mr Burrell.

Lime Taxis said that
conversation referred to a
consultancy role.

"There have been a number of
people looking to improve
transport options for the disabled
community," the Lime
spokeswoman said.

"In late 2004, Lime
approached a number of people
offering them a role in terms of
developing a sustainable fleet."

It's not the first time
Macquarie Bank has faced
questions over the source of
intellectual property. Former
agricultural developer Brian
Locke sued the bank in 1997 over
the breach of confidentiality
centred on his irrigation
infrastructure proposal. Mr
Locke settled the case in 2003.
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A new universal fleet will make disabled taxi travel easier
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One final
dust up

One last time - that's the
message from the Dookie
College students organising
this year's Dustraisers char-
ity ball.

Sadly, this year's 27th an-
nual ball on Saturday, Octo-
ber 21, will be the last, but the
committee is working to en-
sure the "black tie and boots"

event bows out on a fantastic
no ate.

In past years, the ball has
hosted up to 2500 people and
has raised hundreds of
thousands of dollars for vari-
ous charities including The
Starlight Foundation and the
Muscular Dystrophy Society.

This year, the committee is

expecting a to 1200 patrons
to the grand finale, to be held
in a paddock 15 km from
Dookie.

"Fluff", a committee veter-
an, said the most important
thing to remember was "the
more people who attend, the
more money we can give
away."

"Tt is an awanmr- fpalino

knowing you are giving
money to people that need it
more than you do," Fluff said.

Tickets to the final
Dustraisers Ball are available
for $80 pre-paid or $90 at the
gate.

For more information,
phone 0429 201 780.
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